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Much ado about the BoJ 

The Bank of Japan has recently unnerved analysts and media observers by doing a couple things that 
hint – probably misleadingly -- at tighter policy.   

Over the past several months they have slowed their JGB purchases to roughly half the pace implied by 
their formal target of ¥80 trillion per year.  There has so far been no change of the formal purchase target 
itself. But the central bank has found that they can keep 10-year yields within range of their 0% target with 
fewer purchases than previously seemed required.  Inevitably, this has been described as a “stealth 
tightening.” 

Separately, following their most recent policy meeting on July 31, the BoJ announced that they would 
allow the variation in the 10-year yield roughly to double from an assumed +/- 10 bps to perhaps +/- 20 
bps. It is not clear why the BoJ would want to make this change. But one plausible story is that they have 
effectively raised the (informal) target to 10 bps in order to provide some carry income for the regional 
banks. If so, it is an indication that the BoJ is flailing, which would seem to fit its history over the past few 
decades. This is not meant as a criticism of the BoJ, just as a comment on liquidity trap.  

But is this the signal that Japan’s “massive stimulus” is about to end? The short answer is that Japanese 
policy has not been particularly stimulative, and that this very consideration is why there is no urgency to 
change it.  Japan has been in liquidity trap, which would normally mean — and has in fact meant— that 
policy has been insufficiently stimulative. Real-side indicators have performed tolerably well, but chronic 
downside inflation misses strongly confirm that policy has actually been tight.   

The most basic premise behind most discussion of BoJ policy, then, is probably mistaken.  In this regard, 
it resembles that around the Fed circa 2010.  The main difference is that BoJ policy has effectively been 
tighter, when measured against the economy, which is the only measure that matters. That is one reason 
low rates and yields in Japan have proven so durable. 

 
Source: FRED, Bloomberg — Monthly averages except last, which is Friday close 
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Focus on balance sheet is par for the course 

But away from that simple bit of economics, there are two points to make about the current fixation on 
BoJ exit from “massive stimulus.”   The first relates to a theme I have been pushing for a while now.  
There is a tendency among analysts and media observers to fixate on specific monetary policy tools, 
especially QE, at the expense of focusing on deeper fundamentals such as central bank objectives or 
even trends in the real economy itself.   

BoJ policy, like Fed policy, will turn threatening to global risk assets when real-economy considerations 
suggest to the BoJ that they need to tighten financial conditions to cool demand growth.  Obsessing over 
how many JGB purchases are required to keep the 10-year JGB yield near target, or if that target has 
moved up ten bps for technical reasons, misses that plot.   

Indeed, the greater risk to the JGB market would arise if the BoJ were to find that it takes more purchases 
to hit their yield target.  Absent the propaganda around QE, and the naïve / caricature monetarism that it 
has enabled, this point might well be consensus.  

Second, in the current case of the BoJ, the worries have been confined much more to analysts and media 
observers than to markets.  We saw a similar dynamic around the Fed’s initial exit from QE, which 
ultimately proved distantly secondary to the policy priorities and economic fundamentals mentioned 
above, even though it received much attention at the time.  

Of course, in the Fed’s case, there was a least a market reaction to the the initial hint at taper.  That 
market reaction was much more about rates signalling, which allowed it to be transitory, than it was about 
balance sheet effects per se.  But at least there was a reaction, even if temporary.   

In contrast, in this current episode with the BoJ, markets have tended to look through the noise that has 
distracted analysts and media observers.  Sure, JGB yields have moved up 10 bps or so. But that move 
has little significance, within Japan or especially globally.  Some analysts might like to view it as a three 
sigma move, but that is not clarifying from a macro perspective. Ten bps is ten bps.  

Why worry? 

Still, there are a couple aspects of the situation in Japan that seem particularly striking.  First, unlike in the 
United States, BoJ quantitative ease has actually overwhelmed government debt issuance and led to a 
decline in central government debt held outside the central bank relative to the GDP.  I will provide some 
details on that below. 

Second, Japanese investors are major participants in the global capital markets and in the US Treasury 
market in particular.  Japan’s overseas portfolio investment is roughly $3 trillion, with about one third of 
that in the US government bond market. 

The worry then is that the BoJ withdrawing from the JGB market might put upward pressure on JGB 
yields, which would spill into the Treasury market through yield competition effects.  At least that is the 
plausible mechanism.  Much of what is actually written about this issue seems to leave the impression 
that the BoJ will be selling Treasuries or that investors in Japan will sell Treasury dollar for dollar with any 
JGBs they acquire. It is bean counting, not finance. 

There are a few problems with that thesis though, even ignoring the obvious issue that the BoJ has not 
really given any indication of plans to abandon yield curve targeting. 
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The evidence 

For starters, the evidence seems to be against the idea that Treasury yields trade as a spread over JGB 
yields.  After all, Treasury yields move and JGB yields don’t.  The chart on the first page makes that point 
fairly plainly, although there is sometimes mysticism involved in the standard interpretation of how QE 
works.  The idea that global asset prices have been rigged by central banks and that any marginal hint at 
exist will cause a huge unwind is fairly well entrenched, although never quite fully explained. 

Separately, there is an issue that seems to apply at least as forcefully in Japan as it has in the US.   The 
trend in JGB yields seems pretty obviously not to be driven by the supply of default-free rates duration 
implicit in (consolidated) government debt operations.   

During the BoJ’s QE era, the central bank has accumulated roughly 40% of the Japanese central 
government debt, which has managed to push the (net) debt held outside the central bank down to about 
80% of GDP, roughly where it was in 2010. And yet JGB yields are now about 2 percentage points below 
where they were in 2010.  They are also 7 percentage points below where they were in 1990, when the 
Japanese net debt was about 20% of GDP.   

On the face of it, then, JGB yields seem to go down as the supply of default-free rates duration goes up a 
lot — or sideways.I concede that these issues are complicated and that there is a role for counterfactual 
reasoning here. But the standard QE story that yields are low because of pure rates duration scarcity 
seems to be even weaker in Japan than it is in the US.  Somewhat related, 100% of the decline in JGB 
yields to zero was achieved before the Bank of Japan adopted 0% as its target for the ten-year yield, in 
late 2016.  The BoJ would probably have had more trouble pegging yields at 1%. 

Returning to the feared knock-ons into the US market, the idea that a reduced flow of BoJ purchases of 
JGBs would have outsized effects in the US seems odd.  Recall that the BoJ’s formal purchase target is 
$80 trillion yen, which converts to $700 billion – although importantly it is directed at JGBs, not 
Treasuries.  Recall also, that the actual flow has already been cut in half. 

Meanwhile, the net supply of default-free rates duration (measured here at face value, rather than in 10-
year equivalents to allow for easy comparison) is expected to rise to more than $2 trillion within the next 
several months, as the US fiscal deficit exceeds $1 trillion and as the Fed continues to quicken its run-
down of QE.  In the face of this easily-predictable wall of supply the ACM estimate of the 10-year term 
premium remains pinned to the lows.   

Supply is simply a less dominant consideration than QE enthusiasts have needed it to be (for their 
hypothesis to sound plausible). And in this emerging era of globally-staggered exit, it is a smaller deal 
than widely feared.  Monetary policy priorities matter.  Policy rates matter. And the underlying economic 1

trends bearing on policy also matter.  But balance sheets matter much less than often implied. By now, 
this is an old theme. 

Source: NY Fed, FH estimate for Friday close 

 QE is probably more important in Europe than in the US or Japan because it uniquely involves sovereign credit risk transfer, 1

which has been stabilizing in Europe. 
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Conclusion 

The purpose of this brief note is not to make the case for loading up on rates duration, globally or 
particularly in the US.  My own view is somewhat negative the US fixed income market, which I prefer to 
express at the short maturities, for example in fed funds futures out to the end of 2019.  And the apparent 
need for the Fed to tighten financial conditions broadly makes the case for equities currently seem non-
compelling. 

It is just that this has little to do with minor tweaks in BoJ policy, which attract excessive attention, 
seemingly on the grounds that they involve QE, which is overrated as an influence globally. 

Gerard MacDonell 
gerard@frontharbor.com 

The information contained in this report has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but is not necessarily complete and 
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